Learn about the Solar System
The solar system is a wide place that includes the planet Earth. The center of the solar
system is the sun. Eight planets, which include the Earth, revolve around the sun. The
solar system also contains 165 satellites, 5 dwarf planets, comets, asteroids and interplanetary medium. The solar system can be divided into the inner solar system and
the outer solar system. The asteroid belt, a region of rock and metal suspended in
space, separates the outer and inner parts of the solar system.
On August 24, 2006, Pluto's status was
offificially changed from planet to dwarf planet.

What is the Sun?
The Sun is a type of a yellow dwarf star, although it is not really a dwarf when
compared with the planets. The Sun is thought to be a relatively new star
because many scientists that believe it was born during the later stages of the
formation of the universe. Its major components are the gases hydrogen and
helium. It also contains other trace elements. The Sun’s gravity is the main force
responsible for keeping the components of the solar system together. However,
since the other components have their own gravity, they resist being pulled into
the Sun completely. This is the reason why they revolve around the Sun and
never fly off to space.
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What are the Eight Planets?
The eight planets, in order of distance from the Sun are: Mercury, Venus, Earth,
Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Neptune. A solar system body can only be
classified as a planet if it orbits around the Sun, it is round because of its mass and
gravity, and there are no smaller objects around its orbit. With this definition,
Pluto is not considered a planet but a dwarf planet.The first four planets are
considered terrestrial planets because they are dense and rocky. They are called
inner planets. The last four planets are considered gas giants because they have a
lot of hydrogen and helium gases. They are also called outer planets.
1. Mercury. This is the smallest planet in the solar system and the closest to the
sun. It was named after the Roman messenger god, who was known for speed. Its
mass is about 0.055 that of the Earth’s mass. It is said that is has an almost nonexistent atmosphere and its surface is constantly being blasted by the solar wind.
Its core is made of iron and it has a thin mantle. Mercury has no satellite.
2. Venus. Venus is located after Mercury and has a mass approximately 0.815 that
of the Earth’s mass. It was named after the most beautiful Roman goddess
because the ancients thought this planet to be a beautiful star. Venus has an iron
core with a thick silicate mantle. Unlike Mercury, it has an atmosphere. However,
its atmosphere is believed to consist mostly of greenhouse gases (e.g. methane,
carbon dioxide), which contribute to a greenhouse effect and makes Venus the
hottest planet in the solar system. The surface temperature of this planet goes
beyond 400 degrees Celsius. It is believed that Venus has active volcanoes but
this is not yet proven. Like Mercury, Venus does not have any satellite.
3. Earth. This planet is also called “living planet” or “green planet” because it is the
only planet where living things can survive. Its other name is Gaia, after the
Roman mother goddess. You can survive on Earth because it has a liquid hydrosphere (water) and it has an atmosphere (air). The Earth’s atmosphere is very
unique because it contains 21% oxygen. Earth has a single natural satellite which
we call the Moon.
4. Mars. This planet is named after the Roman god of war because of its red
(blood) color. This red color is due to the presence of ferrous oxide or rust in its
soil. Mars is smaller than both Earth and Venus, with a mass of only 0.107 times
that of Earth’s. Its atmosphere consists mainly of carbon dioxide. It has volcanoes
but it appears that the geologic activity of these volcanoes stopped about two
million years ago. Mars has two natural satellites named Deimos and Phobos.
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5. Jupiter. Jupiter is located after the asteroid belt. It was named after the most
powerful Roman god. It has a mass, which is 2.5 times that of the combined masses
of all the other planets. Its main components are hydrogen and helium. Seen
through telescopes, Jupiter has the Great Red Spot and several cloud bands. This
planet has 63 satellites and the four largest are named Ganymede, Callisto, Io and
Europa. The largest satellite in the solar system is Ganymede. It is even larger than
Mercury.
6. Saturn. Saturn was named after the Roman god of harvest and agriculture. This
planet is less massive than Jupiter but has a mass 95 times that of the Earth’s mass.
It is the least dense planet and its atmosphere and magnetosphere is similar to that
of Jupiter’s. It has a characteristic ring system made of ice and rocks. This planet has
62 satellites, with Titan as the largest. Titan is also larger than Mercury.
7. Uranus. Uranus was named after the Roman god of the sky who was said to be
the father of the Titans. Uranus is said to be the lightest outer planet because its
mass is equivalent to only 14 Earth masses. What makes Uranus unique is that its
axial tilt is greater than 90 degrees. Therefore, it orbits around the Sun sideways. It
is a very cold planet and radiates minimal heat. Uranus has 27 satellites. The largest
ones are named Titania, Umbriel, Ariel, Miranda and Oberon.
8. Neptune. This is the last gas giant and the last planet of the solar system. It was
named after the Roman god of the sea. It has a mass 17 times that of Earth’s. It has
13 known satellites, with Triton as the largest. Triton has a retrograde or backward
orbit. Minor planets named Neptune Trojans, accompany Neptune in its orbit.
What is the Asteroid Belt?
The asteroids are bodies made of rocks and minerals. They have an orbit between
Mars and Jupiter. The largest asteroid is Ceres. In 2006, it was reclassified as a dwarf
planet.
What are Comets?
Comets are bodies in the solar system, which are made of volatile ices and some
minerals. Each comet has an eccentric orbit and when it comes close to the sun, the
volatile ices under go sublimation and ionization. This causes the formation of a tail
of gas and dust, which you can see with your naked eye.
The solar system is a vast place with many parts still remaining a mystery to scientists.
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Color and Label Our Solar System
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Learn about the Phases of the Moon
Have you ever wondered how the moon changes its shape regularly? Once a
month, it is full and big then as the days pass, it becomes thinner and thinner.
Then it becomes big again. This cycle consists of the phases of the moon or the
lunar phases.

What is a lunar phase?
The lunar phase is called such because the moon is also called “Luna”, from the
name of the Roman goddess of the moon, animals and hunting (earth’s moon).
Basically, the phase of the moon is the appearance of its face as it receives light
from the Sun. The moon also has a revolution, which means it takes a roughly
circular path around the earth. As it revolves around the earth, the area on its
surface that receives light from the Sun also changes.
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People all over the world, who see the changes in the lit surface, use the terms
“waxing” and “waning”. “Waxing” refers to how the lit part of the moon grows big
and “waning” refers to how the lit part shrinks.
Try this simple experiment. Get a ball and a flashlight and place them on the table.
Place them in line with each other, at a distance of about 1 meter. Keep the ball at
your eye level then “revolve” or go around the table. Notice that the lit area of the
ball changes as you go around the table. In this experiment, the flashlight
represents the Sun, the ball represents the moon, and you represent the earth. The
variations in what you see stands for the phases of the moon.
Remember that when you look at the moon, you see only one hemisphere or
one-half of its surface. This means that like all other observers on earth, you will
never get to see what is on the other side of the moon simultaneously. Moreover,
when the other half of the moon faces the earth, it is not lit by the sun, thereby
preventing you from seeing it. The boundary between the side you see and the
other side is named the “terminator”. It is fittingly labelled because what humans
can see of the moon terminates or ends at this boundary.
What are the phases of the moon?
There are eight phases of the moon. If you start with the new moon, then the
order of appearance is new moon, first quarter, full moon, waxing gibbous,
waxing crescent, waning gibbous, waning crescent and last quarter. This cycle
repeats approximately every 29.53 days or one lunar month.
t/FX.PPO This phase is sometimes called old moon. During this phase, what
should be seen is the side of the moon that is not illuminated by the Sun. However,
the visual ability of humans is limited to what is lit. This is why we never get to see
the other side of the moon although it faces us during this stage of the lunar cycle.
If it were lit, you would have seen it after sunset.
t8BYJOH$SFTDFOU.PPO This phase is visible to you as 1 to 49% of the moon’s
lit surface. If you are in the Northern Hemisphere, this area is on the right; if you are
in the Southern Hemisphere, this area is on the left. This is highly visible in the
afternoon and after dusk.
t'JSTU2VBSUFS.PPO During this phase, 50% of the moon, particularly its right
side, is visible to an observer in the Northern Hemisphere. The opposite is true if
you are in the Southern Hemisphere. This phase is mostly observed in the afternoon and early at night.
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t8BYJOH(JCCPVT.PPO About 51% - 99% of the moon is visible during this phase.
The visible part is on the right if you are in the North while it is on the left if you are in
the South. You can observe this phase during late afternoon or most of the night.
t'VMM.PPO When the entire half of the moon’s surface is visible to you, the phase
is called full moon. The moon appears like this when it is on one side of the earth
while the Sun is on the opposite side. When this phase occurs, the moon is fully
visible in both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres and it can be seen from
sunset to sunrise.
t8BOJOH(JCCPVT.PPO This is the phase of the moon when you can only see an
illuminated area of 51-99%. If you are in the Northern Hemisphere, then the predominantly lit area you see is on the left. If you are in the Southern Hemisphere, this area
is on the right. When there is a waning gibbous moon, it can be seen early in the
morning and most of the night.
t-BTU2VBSUFS.PPOWith the last quarter moon, you only see 50% of the lit area.
This area is on the left if you are observing from the Northern Hemisphere and it is on
the right if you are in the Southern Hemisphere. This phase of the moon is mostly
observed in the morning and late at night.
t8BOJOH$SFTDFOU.PPO In this phase, only 1-49% is visible. Like the previous
phases, the area visible is on the left if you live in the North and on the right if you live
in the South. This phase is best seen before dawn and in the morning.
So do werewolves really exist and are they really affected by the phases of the moon?
These mythical creatures have no scientific basis. What we know is that the phases of
the moon are affected by the relative positions of the moon, the earth and the sun.
Because of the phases, you can enjoy the various appearances of the moon and
predict when the next full moon will appear.
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Name :

Label the Phases of the Moon
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Learn about Asteroids and Meteoroids
What are asteroids?
Asteroids are bodies of mass in our solar system that are composed of rock and metal.
Asteroids have been in orbit around the planets Mars and Jupiter for thousands of
years. Because they are nearly the same shape and are also composed of the same
matter as that of planets, asteroids have been described as minor planets or planetoids. These planetoids mostly orbit in what is called the asteroid belt, which is found
in the middle planets Mars and Jupiter.
Would you believe that the asteroid belt has millions of asteroids orbiting in it?
Because of the gravitational pull of the planets around the asteroid belt, some asteroids crash into each other, which cause these to either become smaller or fall out of
the orbit. Sometimes, asteroids can even pass through
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What do asteroids look like?
Asteroids come in all shapes and sizes. Some are immensely large and round,
appearing just slightly smaller but very similar in form to the planet Earth while
others are just about the size of a small country or state. For the most part, almost
all asteroids are fairly small. Certain asteroids may be orbiting closely together for
hundreds of years. At the same time several asteroids may be moving extremely far
apart from each other.
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When you look carefully, you can see big craters and voids in asteroids. They look like
huge chunks of solid rock that’s been carved and dug, floating into space. Asteroids
appear dark grey to brown in color. This is because of the substances that form its
structure. All asteroids have practically the same make-up except for some that may
contain fewer quantities of a particular metal. For example, most asteroids usually
have an equal combination of metals but some may have more nickel than iron.
What are meteoroids?
Meteoroids are masses of rock that seem very similar to asteroids, except they’re
smaller. Meteoroids are the smallest of all floating fragments in our solar system.
Have you heard of shooting stars? Shooting stars are actually meteoroids passing
through the Earth’s orbit. On a clear night, you can take pleasure in watching meteor
showers up in the sky. A Meteoroid travels fast as it penetrates the Earth’s atmosphere. When a meteoroid goes through the atmosphere, it starts to flicker as the
temperature of the Earth triggers a chemical reaction with the particles surrounding
the meteoroid. Heat from the Earth’s atmosphere burns up the meteoroid and as a
result, it suddenly appears bright and shining that it looks like a star falling down the
sky. At this point, it is called a meteor. Right when the meteor lands on the ground
without breaking apart, it will be called a meteorite.
)PXBSFBTUFSPJETBOENFUFPSPJETGPSNFE 
There were many assumptions on how asteroids are formed, but one theory was that
there used to be a smaller planet that existed between Mars and Jupiter. When this
was proven wrong, scientists thought that asteroids came from an exploded planet.
Nowadays it is believed that asteroids are portions of solid mass that failed to combine to become a planet. Meteoroids on the other hand are said to come from asteroids that shattered into pieces when they smashed into other asteroids in orbit.
8IBUJTUIFEJòFSFODFCFUXFFOBTUFSPJETBOENFUFPSPJET 
You can say that asteroids and meteoroids are nearly the same. They have the same
components and behave the same in space. One significant difference though
between asteroids and meteoroids is their volume and size. Asteroids are way bigger
than meteoroids, because there are some meteoroids so small they are no bigger
than dust particles. Also, meteoroids usually appear in the Earth’s skyline more often
than asteroids.
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Asteroids sometimes crash on to the moon’s surface, creating hollows and
craters in it. If an asteroid ends up losing its orbit and orbits the Earth, this
might end up causing destruction to the planet. It’s scary to think about it, but
currently astronomers are seriously studying the behavior of space debris
including asteroids to avoid a catastrophe.

)PXDBOXFQSFWFOUBDPMMJTJPOCFUXFFOBTUFSPJETBOEUIF&BSUI
It may seem impossible, but astronomers are now carefully investigating how to
calculate the exact time when asteroids might go through the Earth’s orbit to
avoid potential disaster. They are using information from previous crashes of
debris in space and the behavior of asteroids to examine the likelihood of a collision. Our task is to support our scientists in their quest to know more about our
solar system, while staying calm and being prepared.
Studying asteroids and meteoroids allows us to understand how researching
about science can improve our way of life. Science is an exciting and fun subject
to learn, so why don’t you go check out our animations about science on www.sciencewithme.com.
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Color and Label the Orbit
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Color the Asteroids
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Learn about Black Holes
What are black holes?
Black holes can be best described as a sort of vacuum, sucking up everything in
space. You know how a vacuum sucks dirt, dust, toys, clothes and other objects when
Mom or Dad uses it to clean the living room? That’s exactly how black holes are! Many
people think about black holes as an intense void in space, where emptiness reigns.
Others imagine you can travel through time and space inside a black hole. Black
holes have been described in television shows, cartoon series and storybooks as
magical. In most instances, black holes are portrayed as a place where you can turn
back time or fast-forward to a later date.
None of these are true! Black holes are in fact the only entity in space where matter
can get completely jam-packed. Because it traps and pulls in debris from space, black
holes are entirely dense and solid. The reason why these are called black holes is
because it shuts in everything that can travel through space, including light. Light
waves that may approach or get near a black hole will eventually be captured by it,
and never escape. Nothing, not even light, can get out of a black hole!
How does a black hole trap matter in it? It’s because the gravitational pull in black
holes is powerful enough to catch anything and everything that passes by. This is
probably where writers and adventurers thought of black holes being a way to do
time travel – because everything can get sucked in and nothing can escape, time
literally stands still.
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)PXBSFCMBDLIPMFTGPSNFE 
Scientists have discovered that black holes come from an explosion of huge
stars, such as a supernova. Stars that are near death can no longer burn due to
loss of fuel, and because its temperature can no longer control the gravitational
force, hydrogen ends up putting pressure onto the star’s surface until it suddenly
explodes then collapses. The star gets smaller and smaller until eventually all
that’s left is a compacted object, or even specks of dust. Big stars can end up
becoming small black holes, so the size of a black hole depends on the total mass
it had before it exploded and shrunk. The moment this happens, the star’s mass
is duly compressed and condensed in that form. It’s possible to have a star as big
as the Sun shrink to less than a third of its size!
What are they made of?
Black holes come from stars that are made of hydrogen, other gases and a few
metals. When these explode it can turn into either a stellar-mass black hole,
which can only occur if the star is large enough (should be bigger than the sun)
for the explosion to break it into pieces,and the gravity starts to compact every
piece into the tiniest particle.
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Try to see and compare: if a star that’s ten times the size of the sun ends up being
a black hole that’s no longer than 70 kilometers, then the Earth would become a
black hole that’s only a fraction of an inch!
Super-massive black holes are considered to exist in the middle of all galaxies.
Scientists think there is one in the Milky Way, too. These enormous, colossal black
holes are said to be capable of holding matter equivalent to more than 50 million
suns!
8IBUIBQQFOTXIFOBOPCKFDUFOUFSTBCMBDLIPMF
Objects that get sucked in a black hole will always remain there, never to break
free. But remember that black holes can only gobble up objects within a specific
distance to it. It’s possible for a large star near the sun to become a black hole, but
the sun will continue to stay in place. Orbits do not change because the newly
formed black hole contains exactly the same amount of mass as when it was a
star, only this time its mass is totally condensed that it can end up as no bigger
than a state.
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Is there proof that black holes really exist?
So far, astronomers have figured out that black holes exist because of Albert
Einstein’s theory of relativity. In the end, through numerous studies, they have
discovered that black holes truly exist. Since black holes trap light and do not emit
light, it is nearly impossible to detect black holes via a telescope. But astronomers
continue to study galaxies, space and the solar system to understand how black
holes might evolve. It is possible that black holes can exist for millions of years, and
later contribute to a bigger process in galaxies, which can eventually lead to
creation of new entities. Scientists also credit black holes as helpful in learning how
galaxies began to form.
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Color the Blackhole
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Color the Blackhole
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-FBSOBCPVU(BMBYJFT
Have you ever considered the possibility that there is a planet, which is similar to
ours, or that there are beings, which live outside the solar system? Have you ever tried
counting the stars during the night? People have had questions like these for centuries. Although there is no proof yet that there are extraterrestrial beings or that there
is a planet out there fit for human life, humankind has made great leaps in the field of
astronomy. For instance, we now know many things about galaxies, including the
fact that our solar system is just a tiny part of a single galaxy called the Milky Way.
What are galaxies?
Galaxies refer to groups of stars, gas, dust and dark matter. Each galaxy has interstellar clouds and star systems or clusters. The term galaxy is derived from the Greek
word “galaxias” which means milky. Therefore, the name Milky Way Galaxy is somewhat redundant. When referring to our galaxy, it is better to use simply the Milky Way.
What are the shapes of galaxies?
5IFSFBSFTFWFSBMLJOETPGHBMBYJFTCBTFEPOTIBQF
t4QJSBMHBMBYZThe first kind is the spiral galaxy. It has the shape of a disk, with a
central bulge. A dramatic description of what a spiral galaxy looks like is that of a
whirlpool. Another representation would be that of a pinwheel. Imagine how the
pinwheel looks, with spiral arms coiling out of the bulge in the center. Similar to a
pinwheel, the arms of the spiral galaxy rotate, but very slowly. Nearly all spiral galaxies are older than two billion years. Examples of spiral galaxies include our own
galaxy and the Whirlpool Galaxy.
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t&MMJQUJDBMHBMBYZ The second kind based on shape is the elliptical galaxy. The
configuration of elliptical galaxies varies from nearly perfect spheres to relatively
flattened globes. The brightest part of an elliptical galaxy is its center. According
to many astronomers, elliptical galaxies show little or no movement. Compared
to spiral galaxies, elliptical galaxies have less dust and gas and have fewer new
stars. However, it is also said that the largest galaxies are of this shape. Many
scientists believe that elliptical galaxies form when two or more galaxies collide
and merge. The galaxies resulting from such collisions and mergers are called
starburst galaxies.
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t*SSFHVMBSHBMBYZThe third type of galaxy is the irregular galaxy. Galaxies of this
kind lack a definite shape and consist mostly of blue stars and gas cloud but only a
little dust. Examples of irregular galaxies include the Sextans A and the Magellanic
Clouds.
t3JOHPSMFOUJDVMBSHBMBYZOther galaxies can be ring-like or lenticular. Ring
galaxies have a ring structure with a bare core surrounded by stars and interstellar
dust and gas. It is believed that these type of galaxies form when a smaller galaxy
goes through the core of a spiral galaxy. An example of a ring galaxy is the Hoag's
Object. On the other hand, a lenticular galaxy is a combination of elliptical and
spiral shapes. Its spiral arms are not well defined and are surrounded by a halo of
stars arranged in an ellipse. An example of a lenticular galaxy is called NGC 5866.
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)PXEJEHBMBYJFTGPSN
There are two main principles that scientists use to explain the formation of galaxies. The first principle is called “bottom-up”. Theories that use this principle mainly
state that galaxies were derived from individual globular clusters, which merged or
aggregated to form galaxies. The second principle is called “top-down”. Theories
using the top-down principle state that large galaxies and clusters formed initially.
Afterwards, the smaller stars formed within these galaxies.
The starting point of all these theories is the same – the Big Bang. According to the
Big Bang Theory, the universe started to exist about 10 to 20 billion years ago. The
first hydrogen and helium atoms started to form three hundred thousand years
after the initial event. Afterwards, through a series of aggregation made possible by
the force of gravity, the galaxies, stars and other materials in the universe appeared.
8IBUJTUIF.JMLZ8BZ(BMBYZ
Our own Milky Way is a spiral galaxy, which contains approximately two billion
stars. Scientists predict that its mass totals to about six hundred billion times that of
the Sun's mass. Our galaxy is only able to complete a revolution after about 250
million years. Given that a light-year is the distance travelled by light in a vacuum
within a year, at a speed of 300,00 kilometers per second, the diameter of the Milky
Way is approximately 100,000 light years. Our galaxy contains approximately 100
billion stars and our Sun is one of them. Our own solar system is about 25,000 light
years away from the center of our galaxy.
Most scientists estimate that the actual number of galaxies in the universe ranges
from 100 billion to 200 billion. With their powerful telescopes and cameras, only
galaxies that are 10 to 13 billion light-years away from the earth can be photographed. Therefore, there is still a lot to discover about galaxies.
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